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Abstract: Virtualization is a key technology for mobile cloud computing (MCC) and the virtual
machine (VM) is a core component of virtualization. VM provides a relatively independent running
environment for different applications. Therefore, the VM placement problem focuses on how to
place VMs on optimal physical machines, which ensures efficient use of resources and the quality of
service, etc. Most previous work focuses on energy consumption, network traffic between VMs and
so on and rarely consider the delay for end users’ requests. In contrast, the latency between requests
and VMs is considered in this paper for the scenario of optimal VM placement in MCC. In order to
minimize average RTT for all requests, the round-trip time (RTT) is first used as the metric for the
latency of requests. Based on our proposed RTT metric, an RTT-Aware VM placement algorithm is
then proposed to minimize the average RTT. Furthermore, the case in which one of the core switches
does not work is considered. A VM rescheduling algorithm is proposed to keep the average RTT
lower and reduce the fluctuation of the average RTT. Finally, in the simulation study, our algorithm
shows its advantage over existing methods, including random placement, the traffic-aware VM
placement algorithm and the remaining utilization-aware algorithm.
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1. Introduction

With the popularization of the internet of things and cloud computing technology, a large number
of smart devices are used by people [1–3]. Smart devices need to leverage cloud computing to
expand their capabilities, because of their limited memory, storage and CPU. There is an increasing
need for services provided by the cloud. Mobile cloud computing (MCC) [4,5] is a new paradigm
for addressing this issue. We can migrate some resource-intensive services to the cloud by MCC.
Virtualization technology [6–8] provides a relatively independent and safe operating environment
for different services in the cloud. It enables the resource provisioning efficiently that the required
memory, storage and CPU resources can be packed into virtual machines (VMs). Therefore, a user’s
specific request could be handled by one or more VMs in the cloud. These VMs are placed on different
physical machines (PMs) that may be geographically distributed and in different locations of the
network topology.

The virtual machine placement problem [9] focuses on choosing optimal PMs to run needed
VMs when facing lots of requests. The optimization objectives of existing researches include energy
consumption, network traffic between VMs and so on and rarely consider the delay for requests.
However, there are always many delay-sensitive applications among various cloud-based applications.
They need assistance from cloud computing but also have minimum delay requirements, such as
sensor and in real-time applications.
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In order to meet the minimum delay requirements for requests, we take the round-trip time
(RTT) [10] as the metric for placing VMs dynamically in a cloud. In this paper, the dynamic VM
placement is studied for minimizing average RTT of all requests. First, we propose an architecture
for dynamic VM placement, where users’ requests are allocated to the corresponding core switches
according to load balancer. The adopted network topology of physical machines is based on fat-tree [11]
that is a universal network for provably efficient communication. Then, we propose a dynamic
VM placement algorithm aimed at minimizing the average RTT for cloud service requests. Finally,
considering the unexpected situation where a core switch is out of work due to long-running or
physical damage. A dynamic VM rescheduling algorithm is introduced to keep the average RTT lower
and reduce the fluctuation of RTT.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related researches. We adopt a network
topology of physical machines deployed in the cloud, based on fat-tree, and model the problem
mathematically in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce all related algorithms in detail. Section 5
shows the advantages of our proposed algorithms through experiment. In Section 6, we summarize
our paper.

2. Related Works

Numerous researchers have studied dynamic VM placement problem in cloud computing
environment [12–14]. In addition, some newer computing paradigms are used for delay-sensitive
tasks, such as Mobile Edge Computing, Fog Computing and Dew Computing. Luan et al. [15] outlines
the main features of Fog computing which can serve mobile users with a direct short-fat connection.
These newer paradigms use nearby resources to augment devices from fixed hardware [16] and other
mobile devices [17]. Nevertheless, different previous studies, this paper mainly focuses on the MCC
area where smart devices are augmented via remote cloud resources.

Xiong et al. [18] propose a novel VM placement policy that prefers placing a migratable VM
on a host that has the minimum correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient represents the
relationship between the migrating VM and each host. A greater correlation coefficient indicates a
greater performance degradation for other VMs on this host due to the migration. They focus on
dynamic consolidation of VMs in the data center to reduce the energy consumption and improve
physical resource utilization.

Han et al. [19] consider energy consumption and propose a remaining utilization-aware (RUA)
algorithm for virtual machine (VM) placement. Besides a power-aware algorithm (PA) is proposed to
find proper hosts to shut down for energy saving. Their research focuses on the multimedia cloud
and tries to minimize its energy consumption on the basis of satisfying the consumers’ resource
requirements and guaranteeing the quality of service (QoS).

Luo et al. [20] focus on improving the overall performance of datacenters and propose a virtual
machine allocation and scheduling algorithm. In order to improve the utilization of physical machines
and lower energy cost, they design a self-adaptive network-aware virtual machine re-scheduling
algorithm. Resource fragments and high-cost network communication VMs could be detected
automatically by using the proposed algorithm and corresponding VMs are rescheduled through
appropriate live migrations.

Pan et al. [21] try to address heterogeneous VMs placement optimization problem by proposing a
cross-entropy-based admission control approach. In their paper, a cloud provider may offer multi-types
of VMs that are associated with varying configurations and different prices. In order to fulfill users’
requests, accept and place multiple VM service requests into its cloud data centers optimally to
maximize the total revenue is a major problem. They model the revenue maximization problem as a
multiple-dimensional knapsack problem.

Meng et al. [22] consider the scalability of cloud data centers to propose a traffic-aware virtual
machine (VM) placement method. They formulate the VM placement as an optimization problem
and prove its hardness. By optimizing the placement of VMs on PMs, traffic patterns among VMs
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can be better aligned with the communication distance between them, e.g., VMs with large mutual
bandwidth usage are assigned to PMs in close proximity.

Yapicioglu et al. [23] propose an algorithm with low computational complexity to decrease
networking costs where power and communication patterns of VMs are taken into account. This paper
clusters VMs according to the dynamic network traffic data and places corresponding clusters into PMs.
They put frequently communicating VMs together into the same PM or as near as possible to decrease
the traffic between PMs while minimizing networking delay based on average communication path
and keeping the number of active servers and networking elements at a minimum to save energy.

Ilkhechi et al. [24] mainly study network and traffic aware VM placement from the perspective of
a provider, where a large number of endpoints are VMs located in PMs. In this scenario, they focus on
the network rather than data server constraints associated with VM placement problem. This paper
proposes a nearly optimal placement algorithm that maps a set of VMs into a set of PMs with
maximizing a particular metric named satisfaction.

Cohen et al. [25] focus on the network aspect and study the VM placement problem of applications
with intense bandwidth requirements. The available network link may be used by many PMs and thus
by the VMs placed on these PMs. They try to maximize the benefit from the overall communication sent
by the VMs to a single point in a data center and propose a polynomial-time constant approximation
algorithm for this problem.

Though many papers above have studied the dynamic VM placement problem, their optimization
objectives manly include energy consumption, resource utilization and traffic cost between VMs etc.
and rarely involve latency for requests. Many delay-sensitive applications in the MCC environment,
such as sensor and in real-time applications that have minimum delay requirements. Therefore, our
paper focuses on minimizing the average RTT for cloud service requests.

3. Dynamic VM Placement

3.1. Proposed Architecture

In order to place VMs dynamically according to users’ requests. We propose an architecture for
Dynamic VM Placement that makes up of four parts, as shown in Figure 1.

• User Request: we suppose that smart devices exploit cloud resources by request-response.
Smart devices’ requests require the cloud center to deploy VMs for providing appropriate service.

• Load Balancer: the load balancer could redirect the incoming requests to candidate switches
according to the number of requests.

• Physical Machine: physical machines are an important part of the cloud, which provide a
runtime environment for virtual machines. The physical machines are connected by fat-tree
network structure.

• Dynamic Allocation of VM: this part runs the scheduling algorithms that allocate the VM
dynamically for different requests to minimize the average RTT.

According to Figure 1, the users’ requests are connected to the load balancer that redirects these
requests to candidate core switches according to the number of requests. The core switches are on the
top tier of fat-tree topology in this architecture. When one of the core switches is out of work due to
long-running or physical damage, the load balancer will redirect those requests to other working core
switches. Moreover, the load balancer sends the detail information of these requests to the module:
Dynamic Allocation of VM. The algorithms proposed in this paper run in this module, which can place
the corresponding VMs in order to minimize the average RTT for these requests. An overview of our
proposed algorithms is given in Figure 2. We will discuss these algorithms in detail in Section 4.
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3.2. Problem Formulation

As shown in Figure 3, it is our adopted network architecture [26] of physical machines deployed
in the cloud. The architecture makes use of fat-tree topology and is composed of three tiers. Core
switches (Csi) are on top tier of the network architecture, that deliver corresponding users’ requests
according to load balancer shown in Figure 1. Each point of delivery (pod) comprises with aggregation
switches (Agsj) and access switches (Acsk), they connect with all involving core switches. These two
switches perform different network functions. The aggregation switches are capable of supporting
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many 10 GigE and GigE interconnects while providing a high-speed switching fabric with a high
forwarding rate. They are required to provide redundancy and to maintain session state while
providing valuable services to the access layer. In addition, the access switches can connect with PMs
directly and provide a high GigE port density. The number of pods and three types of switches is
related to the number of ports per switch. Besides, the number of ports per switch also determines the
number of physical machines in pod. Suppose the number of ports per switch is p, then there will be p
pods that contain p/2 aggregation switches and p/2 access switches in each pod. There are p2/4 cores
switches that connect to each pod with p2/4 physical machines. Therefore, we can get 5p2/4 switches
that communicate with p3/4 physical machines in total.
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In this paper, a request communicates with VMs that provides corresponding services through
mentioned above three tiers topology. These PMs that VMs could be placed on are commonly
distributed location, where different pods are distributed in a datacenter as shown in Figure 3. Take a
specific PM PMC

1 as an example, the distance between PMC
1 and the four core switches is same.

However, the switches in the communication path between them are not exactly the same. This can
lead to a different request delay that affects quality of service (QoS) [27]. In order to provide low delay
service especially for delay-sensitive requests, these VMs should be placed on optimal PMs to make
the average delay minimization.

In this paper, there are two types of PMs and their number is the same. One (PMD
l ) is fit to VMs

that provides services for data, another (PMC
m) is fit to VMs that provides services for computing. l and

m are the index of PMs. We let PMD
l (mD, CD) denote the attribute of PMD

l , mD and CD respectively
represent the spare memory and spare CPU. Similarly, let PMC

m(mC, CC) denote the attribute of PMC
m,

mC and CC represent the spare memory and spare CPU respectively. Correspondingly, there are two
types of VMs. One provides service for data (VMD

a 1 ≤ a ≤ A), another provides service for computing
(VMC

b 1 ≤ b ≤ B). A and B respectively represent the kinds of corresponding service. The VMs for the
ath kind service of data are denoted as VMD

a
(
mD

a , CD
a
)
, mD

a and CD
a respectively represent the needed

memory and CPU. Similarly, VMC
b
(
mC

b , CC
b
)

denotes the bth kind service of computing and its needed
memory and CPU are represented by mC

b and CC
b .

Definition 1.{
PMD

l (mD, CD)−VMD
a
(
mD

a , CD
a
)
> 0

PMD
l (mD, CD)−VMD

a
(
mD

a , CD
a
)
< 0

mD −mD
a > 0 and CD − CD

a > 0
otherwise

(1)
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Similarly,{
PMC

m(mC, CC)−VMC
b
(
mC

b , CC
b
)
> 0

PMC
m(mC, CC)−VMC

b
(
mC

b , CC
b
)
< 0

mC −mC
b > 0 and CC − CC

b > 0
otherwise

(2)

Therefore, a VM could be placed on the selected physical machine, only when the target physical
machine has enough memory and CPU capacities:

PMD
l (mD, CD)−VMD

a

(
mD

a , CD
a

)
> 0 (3)

or
PMC

m(mC, CC)−VMC
b

(
mC

b , CC
b

)
> 0 (4)

In this paper, we suppose that a request could be denoted as Rr
(
VMD

a , VMC
b
)

(1 ≤ r ≤ R),
R denotes the total number of user requests. We can see that two types of VM serve a request. In order
to ensure better QoS to requests especially for delay-sensitive requests, we try to minimize the latency
for all requests. This is rarely discussed in previous studies. Moreover, our paper considers the situation
that a VM can serve several requests. However, a VM only serves one request in previous studies.

We only consider the general situation where a request could be served by two kinds of VMs
(computing and data) in order to verify our proposed algorithms. There are also some applications that
access CPU-intensive services or data-intensive services in practice. These requests could be denoted
as Rr

(
VMC

b
)

for CPU-intensive services, or Rr
(
VMD

a
)

for data-intensive services. For the purpose of
generality, we only consider the general situation that a request is served by VMD and VMC. Moreover,
it is possible to allocate a data VM in a computing PM and vice versa. However, we mainly focus on
the average RTT for requests and intend to verify our proposed algorithms’ effectiveness for coexisting
two kinds PMs. Therefore, we do not discuss this specific situation in our paper.

Remark 1. The disk resources are easier to expand than CPU and memory. Most of the previous works [19,28,29]
did not consider the disk space as well. Moreover, we only regard these resources as a constraint in this paper
and they are not the main discussed contents of this paper.

The data machines mentioned in our paper are similar to Amazon servers and we proposed VMs (VMD

and VMC) are similar to Amazon image in which users can runs different applications. Amazon image types
are defined by operating system, architecture and other parameters. However, Amazon image is used to run
individualized applications for different users, which is similar to VMs (VMD and VMC) in our paper. They also
have the specific demand for CPU and memory resources.

We assume that the types of VMD and VMC is A and B. It means that each type of VMD

VMD
a (1 ≤ a ≤ A) provides different data services. In addition, the same is to VMC. This “Types” is

determined by different applications that run in VMD and VMC . Take VMD
a (1 ≤ a ≤ A) as an example,

VMD
1 and VMD

2 represent different applications.

In this paper, we regard RTT as the metric of delay [30] for requests based on fat-tree network
topology. According to the network topology shown in Figure 3, we define the RTT between the ith
core switch Csi and PMs as follows:

rttD
il = rtt

(
Csi , PMD

l

)
(5)

and
rttC

im = rtt
(

Csi , PMC
m

)
(6)
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where rttD
il is the RTT between core switch Csi and PMD

l , rttC
im is the RTT between core switch Csi and

PMC
m. Function rtt represents the RTT between two network nodes. Therefore, we can get the RTT

matrix RTTD and RTTC that are updated with the latest RTT periodically.

RTTD =


rttD

11 rttD
12 rttD

13
rttD

21 rttD
22 rttD

23
rttD

31 rttD
32 rttD

33

· · · rttD
1l

· · · rttD
2l

· · · rttD
3l

· · · · · · · · ·
rttD

i1 rttD
i2 rttD

i3

· · · · · ·
· · · rttD

il

 (7)

RTTC =


rttC

11 rttC
12 rttC

13
rttC

21 rttC
22 rttC

23
rttC

31 rttC
32 rttC

33

· · · rttC
1m

· · · rttC
2m

· · · rttC
3m

· · · · · · · · ·
rttC

i1 rttC
i2 rttC

i3

· · · · · ·
· · · rttC

im

 (8)

Therefore, suppose that a request Rr
(
VMD

a , VMC
b
)

is arranged to the ith core switch Csi ,
its needed VMD

a and VMC
b is placed on PMD

l and PMC
m respectively. The request’s average RRT

could be calculated as follow:

Rrtt(Rr) =
(

RTTD
i,l + RTTC

i,m

)
/2 (9)

Then we can define our optimization problem to minimize the total average RTT for R requests:

Artt = min ∑R
r=1 Rrtt(Rr)

R
= min

l ∈ L
m ∈ M

∑R
r=1

(
RTTD

i,l + RTTC
i,m

)
/2

R
(10)

4. Algorithms

In this section, we will introduce the algorithms in detail according to the overview shown in
Figure 2. Two VM scheduling algorithms (RTTVMPA and VMRA) are proposed for minimizing the
average RTT for users’ requests. Moreover, the RTT-Aware VM placement algorithm (RTTVMPA)
contains two sub-algorithms that will be also discussed in this section.

First, the RTTVMPA gets the state of all PMs and current users’ requests. RTT Matrix RTTD

and RTTC are calculated following the Formulae (5) and (6). Then sort the PMs in ascending order
according to RTT for each core switch. However, the RTT between different core switches and PMs is
different, the algorithm should update the state of PMs according to steps 7 and 9. Therefore, the PMs
with the smallest RTT could be selected first for those requests that are allocated to same core switch,
which can reduce the RTT for users’ requests. Finally, the RTTVMPA schedules the corresponding
VMs according to selected index of PMs. The RTTVMPA is describe as Algorithm 1:

Different from previous studies for VM placement, which a VM serves only one request. Our paper
considers the situation that a VM could serve multiple requests. Therefore, the step 16 intends to use
existing VMs that could serve current request. If the existing VMs reach the maximum number that
they can serve, the algorithm will deploy new VMs in step 19. For above purpose, we will introduce
VM sharing algorithm (VMSA) and VM establishing algorithm (VMEA) as follows.

First, we suppose a VM could serve n requests. Let state < PM, VM, count > (0 ≤ count ≤ n)
denote the state of VM placed on PM. count is the number of current serving requests. If count = n,
the virtual machine VM cannot serve other requests. The VM sharing algorithm (VMSA) is describe as
Algorithm 2:
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Algorithm 1 RTT-Aware VM placement algorithm (RTTVMPA)

1. Begin
2. Initial R = 0, Artt = 0, indexD = 0, indexC = 0
3. Get list of PMDs as ListPMD;< l, PMD

l (mD, CD), rttl > ∈ ListPMD, rttl = 0, (1 ≤ l ≤ L)
4. Get list of PMCs as ListPMC;< l, PMC

m(mC, CC), rttm > ∈ ListPMC, rttm = 0, (1 ≤ m ≤ M)

5. Get the RTT Matrix RTTD and RTTC

6. For each core switch Csi (1 ≤ i ≤ I) do: step:7—22
7. For each PMD

l in ListPMD do: rttl = RTTD
i,l do: step:8

8. Sort ListPMD in ascending order by rttl
9. For each PMC

m in ListPMC do: rttm = RTTC
i,m do: step:10

10. Sort ListPMC in ascending order by rttm

11. Get requests set rs belonging to Csi
12. Get the number of requests in rs, r, R = R + r

13. For each request Rr

(
VMD

a , VMC
b

)
in rs do: step:14–22

14. Get the indexDth PMD
l in ListPMD

15. Get the indexCth PMC
m in ListPMD

16. Bool← VMSA
(
VMD

a , PMD
l
)

17. If Bool is false, Bool← VMEA
(
VMD

a , PMD
l
)

18. If Bool is false, indexD = indexD + 1

19. Bool← VMSA
(

VMC
b , PMC

m

)
20. If Bool is false, Bool← VMEA

(
VMC

b , PMC
m

)
21. If Bool is false, indexC = indexC + 1
22. Calculate Rrtt(Rr) according to Equation (9)
23. Calculate the Artt according to Equation (10)

Algorithm 2 VM sharing algorithm (VMSA)

Input: VM, PM
Out: Bool
1. Bool← false
2. If VM is on PM, then get state < PM, VM, count>
3. If count < n
4. count = count + 1
5. Share current VM
6. Bool← true
7. End if
8. End if

According to VMSA, if count = n, we need establish a new VM to serve requests. The VM establishing
algorithm (VMEA) is describe as Algorithm 3:

Algorithm 3 VM establishing algorithm (VMEA)

Input: VM, PM
Out: Bool
1. Bool← false
2. If PM− VM > 0 according to Equation (1) or Equation (2)
3. Establish VM on current PM and set state < PM, VM, count>
4. count=1
5. Bool← true
6. End if
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Remark 2. In practice, the number of requests that can be served is dynamic so that we cannot make a
quantitative analysis for the relation between “n” and average RTT. Therefore, we suppose “n” is determined by
the specific applications that run in VMs. We assume the maximum number of requests that can be served is
“n”. We can investigate the influence of the number of requests that a VM serves on our proposed RTTVMPA.

Furthermore, our paper considers an abnormal situation where the core switches are out of work,
due to long-running or physical damage. We propose a VM rescheduling algorithm (VMRA) to ensure
minimum delay in above situation.

Suppose a core switch Csi is abnormal, the requests connected to Csi are allocated to other worked
core switches by load balancer according to our adopted network topology for PMs. This situation will
lead to different network paths between requests and needed VMs, which will increase the average
RTT of the overall network. Therefore, we consider rescheduling related VMs to optimal PMs so that
reduce the fluctuation of RTT when a core switch is abnormal.

According to Equation (9), we can get:

min(Rrtt(Rr)) = min
l ∈ L

m ∈ M

RTTD
i,l + RTTC

i,m

2
= min

l∈L

RTTD
i,l

2
+ min

m∈M

RTTC
i,m

2
(11)

Therefore, we could get min
l∈L

RTTD
i,l

2 and min
m∈M

RTTC
i,m

2 respectively to make Rrtt(Rr) minimization.

We suppose that there are E VMDs and VMCs that serve the requests connected to the abnormal core
switch previously and each VMD and VMC serve for t requests. In order to minimize the average RTT
when a core switch is abnormal, we can reschedule the related VMs as follow:

min
l∈L

∑t RTTD
i,l

2
(12)

and

min
m∈M

∑t RTTC
i,m

2
(13)

The VM rescheduling algorithm is described detail as Algorithm 4:

Algorithm 4 VM rescheduling algorithm (VMRA)

Input: E VMDs and VMCs that serve the requests connected to the abnormal core switch previous
1 For each VMD, VMC in VMDs, VMCs
2. Get requests set RD that served by VMD and RC that served by VMC

3. Get the index of PMD l to satisfy min
l∈L

∑RD RTTD
i,l

2

4. Get the index of PMC m to satisfy min
m∈M

∑RC RTTC
i,m

2

5. Reschedule the VMD to PMD
l

6. Reschedule the VMC to PMC
m

7. End for

5. Experiments

In this section, we mainly focus on four different experiments. First, we compare proposed
algorithm RTTVMPA with the other three VM placement algorithms. Second, we investigate the effect
of the number of requests that a VM can serve and the number of pods that network topology contains
on our proposed RTTVMPA separately. Finally, we verify the effectiveness of our proposed VMRA
when one of the core switches is abnormal.
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We use CloudSim-4.0 to simulate a cloud-computing environment. CloudSim [31,32] is an
extensible cloud simulation platform developed by Melbourne University. It can simulate virtual cloud
resources like VMs and cloud entities like PMs. The related basic parameters are shown in Table 1.
We set the parameters of physical machines as follows. PMD: The number of CPU’s cores is two, Basic
frequency of CPU is 1.2 GHz and memory capacity is 6 GB. PMC: The number of CPU’s cores is two,
Basic frequency of CPU is 1.8 GHz and memory capacity is 8 GB. The resource requirements for virtual
machines are as follows. VMD: Basic frequency of CPU is 1 GH and memory capacity is 1 GB. VMC:
Basic frequency of CPU is 1 GHz and memory capacity is 2 GB. “Types of VMD” represents the types
of data services that VMD provides. The same is to “Types of VMC”.

Table 1. The basic parameters for experiments.

Basic Parameters Values

PMD CPU:2cores×2 1.2 GHz, 6 GB
PMC CPU:2cores×2 1.8 GHz, 8 GB
VMD CPU:1cores 1 GHz, 1 GB
VMC CPU:1cores 1 GHz, 2 GB

Types of VMD 10
Types of VMC 10

Number of requests that a VM serves 4

We construct the network topology with six pods, nine core switches and 54 PMs according to
Section 3.2. Besides, we assume the number of PMD and PMC is the same. We simulate 200 requests
and allocate these requests to nine core switches randomly. We generate the round-trip time matrix
RTTD and RTTC randomly that follow a uniform distribution in the interval [10, 150) ms.

We compare proposed algorithm RTTVMPA with the following three VM placement algorithms:

• Random placement: VMs are first placed on the available PMs that have free space for these VMs
but the latency for requests is not considered.

• Traffic-aware VM placement (TAVMP) algorithm [23]: TAVMP puts frequently communicating
VMs into the same PMs to decrease the traffic between VMs. Such as VMD and VMC that serve
one request should be place in the same pod according to TAVMP.

• Remaining utilization-aware (RUA) algorithm [19]: RUA intends to place VMs on less PMs to
improve resource utilization. Moreover, RUA could avoid placing VMs that have a large resource
requests on the same PMs for reducing resource competition between VMs. Therefore, it can
decrease the probability of PMs overloading and keep PMs’ status relatively stable.

In the process of placing VMs, existing methods, such as random placement, traffic-aware VM
placement algorithm and remaining utilization-aware algorithm, do not regard RTT as a condition
for choosing PMs. In contrast, consider the RTT between the current request and the candidate PMs
according to RTT matrix, our proposed algorithm sorts the candidate PMs in ascending order according
to RTT for each core switch. The PMs with the smallest RTT could be selected first for those requests
that are allocated to the same core switches, which can reduce the RTT for users’ requests. According
to the result of Figure 4, we can see that our proposed RTTVMPA could get the lower average RTT
compared with the other three algorithms. Moreover, RTTVMPA can keep a slow growth trend for
average RTT when the number of requests increases and the other three algorithms obtain a higher
average RTT.

We investigate the influence of the number of requests that a VM serves on our proposed
RTTVMPA. In this experiment, the number of requests that a VM serves vary from 4 to 8, other
settings are same to Table 1. It is shown that more number of requests that a VM serves can lead to a
lower average RTT for all requests in Figure 5.
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We investigate the influence of the number of pods in our adopted network topology on our
proposed RTTVMPA. Varying the number of pods from 6 to 10, other settings are same to Table 1.
As shown in Figure 6, we can notice that more pods could keep lower average RTT for the same
number of requests.

In order to verify our proposed VMRA, we simulate the case where one of the core switches is
abnormal and the load balancer can assign corresponding requests to other working core switches.
In this experiment, one of the core switches is abnormal randomly when the number of requests is
75 and 150. Therefore, re-allocation of these requests leads to the change of average RTT that can
be seen when the data points are 75 and 150 as shown in Figure 7. We mark these key points in
order to show these changes obviously. The proposed VMRA algorithm can reschedule the involving
VMs to optimal PMs in order to decrease the fluctuation of average RTT. This situation is denoted as
A_RTTVMPA_VMRA and the other situation with no VMRA is denoted as A_RTTVMPA. Then, we
compare the average RTT of all requests in the above two cases. The normal situation is considered
as a benchmark of comparison where all core switches are working normally. Moreover, the normal
situation is denoted as N_RTTVMPA. Finally, we observe the change of the average RTT under the
three different situations as mentioned above.
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Figure 7. (a) shows the trend of average RTT for three different conditions; (b) shows the fluctuation of
average RTT for A-RTTVMPA and A-RTTVMPA-VMRA compared with N-RTTVMPA.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 7, A_RTTVMPA_VMRA is better than
A_RTTVMPA when the core switch is abnormal. When the number of requests is 75 and 150,
the increase of average RTT is obvious for A_RTTVMPA. Because those requests that connect to
the abnormal core switch are assigned to another working core switch. In order to keep a lower
average RTT, our proposed VMRA tries to reschedule corresponding VMs according to changes of
core switches. The A_RTTVMPA_VMRA can obtain a lower average RTT than A_RTTVMPA by
using VMRA to reschedule the related VMs to optimal PMs that satisfy the Formula (11). However,
the A_RTTVMPA keeps those corresponding VMs on the original PMs, which leads to a higher
average RTT.

We use the difference between two methods and benchmark to show the change of average RTT
when a core switch is abnormal and the comparable result is shown in Figure 7b. These changes
are calculated by the following formula. The change of average RTT for A_RTTVMPA shown by a
yellow line:

Artt(A_RTTVMPA)− Artt(N_RTTVMPA) (14)

In addition, the change of average RTT for A_RTTVMPA_VMRA shown by a red line:

Artt(A_RTTVMPA_VMRA) − Artt(N_RTTVMPA) (15)
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As shown in Figure 7b, it is obvious that RTTVMPA with VMRA could get smaller change
for average RTT than RTTVMPA when a core switch is abnormal. We use the change of average
RTT to show the fluctuation of average RTT for two different methods, due to a core switch being
abnormal. Obviously, the average RTT can obtain a smooth fluctuation by using A_RTTVMPA_VMRA.
However, the A_RTTVMPA is the opposite. The comparisons for the two methods are listed in Table 2.
Therefore, we can conclude that the RTTVMPA with VMRA can keep average RTT lower and reduce
the fluctuation when facing to an abnormal situation.

Table 2. The comparisons for different methods.

Methods Average RTT Fluctuation of Average RTT

A_RTTVMPA Lower Smooth
A_RTTVMPA_VMRA Higher Unsmooth

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we mainly study an optimal virtual machine placement method for minimizing
the average RTT for users’ requests. This is important for delay-sensitive applications, such as sensor
and in real-time applications. Considering the RTT between the current requests and the candidate
PMs, we propose an RTT-Aware VM placement algorithm. Our proposed algorithm tries to place VMs
on the PMs that have the lower RTT from requests, by sorting the candidate PMs in ascending order
according to RTT for each core switch. This can obtain lower average RTT for requests comparing
with Random placement, traffic-aware VM placement algorithm and remaining utilization-aware
algorithm. We also propose a VM rescheduling algorithm that can keep average RTT lower and reduce
the fluctuation of average RTT when a core switch is abnormal. In future studies, we will consider the
effective utilization of cloud resources in addition to the delay for users’ requests. Moreover, reducing
the packet loss rate and increasing the throughput of communication networks are also important
requirements for users’ requests.
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